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Abstract—Evolvable Hardware (EHW) has shown itself to be
a promising approach for prosthetic hand controllers. Besides
competitive classification performance, EHW classifiers offer
self-adaptation, fast training, and a compact implementation.
However, evolvable hardware classifiers have not yet been suf-
ficiently compared to state-of-the-art conventional classifiers. In
this article, we compare two evolvable hardware approaches to
four conventional classification techniques: k-nearest-neighbor,
decision trees, artificial neural networks, and support vector
machines. We provide all classifiers with features extracted from
electromyographic signals taken from forearm muscle contrac-
tions, and let the algorithms recognize eight to eleven different
kinds of hand movements. We investigate classification accuracy
on a fixed data set and stability of classification error rates when
new data is introduced. For this purpose, we have recorded a
short-term data set from three individuals over three consecutive
days and a long-term data set from a single individual over
three weeks. Experimental results demonstrate that evolvable
hardware approaches are indeed able to compete with state-of-
the-art classifiers in terms of classification performance.

Index Terms—evolvable hardware, classification of electromyo-
graphic signals, prosthetic hand control, functional unit row
architecture, embedded cartesian genetic programming

I. INTRODUCTION

PROSTHETIC HAND CONTROLLERS (PHCs) are usu-
ally operated by signals generated by contracting muscles,

i.e., electromyographic (EMG) signals. In our work, we focus
on two challenges in the design of sophisticated PHCs: First,
traditional PHCs only cover a few motions driven by signals of
one or two muscle groups, effectively limiting the usefulness
of the PHC. A larger set of muscle groups and contraction
types would facilitate selection among a greater number of
prosthetic device functions. Second, having access to PHCs
which adapt themselves to changes in the user’s EMG signal
patterns would be a great advantage. The EMG patterns
are influenced by parameters such as muscle fatigue, skin
conductivity, and age. Currently, users are required to adapt
to predefined EMG patterns, partly supported by periodic re-
training sessions.
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Evolvable Hardware (EHW) has originally been described
in [1], [2] as a combination of automated design of circuits
and reconfigurable hardware. The principle is based on Evolu-
tionary Algorithms (EAs) optimizing a circuit with respect to
a fitness metric which defines the input/output behavior. The
solution phenotype, encoded within a formal representation
model, is mapped to a hardware circuit and then tested on
a fitness function. The EHW principle allows a system to
adapt to a changing environment, recover from faulty states,
and react to new resource requirements at run-time. Several
applications of EHW have been presented, some of which
have been very successful. Examples include data compression
for printers [3], analog filters [4], evolved image filters [5],
evolved shapes for antennas [6], and high performance recon-
figurable caches [7].

While algorithmic aspects of EHW can be investigated by
simulation, a proof-of-concept implementation has to balance
the following trade-offs. To reduce the size of the search space,
the building block granularity of a potential solution should
match the building block granularity of the representation
model. Not constraining the search space by using general
building blocks allows for radically new and even superior
solutions but results in a very large search space and excessive
optimization times. Besides that, it is also essential for fitness
evaluation in hardware that the mapping from the genotype
to the phenotype circuit, including circuit reconfiguration, is
fast enough. This usually makes it necessary to avoid complex
place and route operations in software.

In the context of PHC, evolvable hardware becomes an in-
teresting approach, providing possibilities for self-adaptation,
fast training, and compactness. The combination of evolu-
tionary algorithms (EAs) and reconfigurable hardware allows
for automatically constructed hardware systems able to adapt
their structure to specification changes. Learning to classify
electromyographic signals is basically an incremental learning
problem when it is applied in practice. In general, a learning
task is incremental if the training examples that must be used
to solve that task become available over time [8]. In our case,
it would be possible that a disabled person using an intelligent
prosthesis system conducts some exercises under the guidance
of that system. The system records and processes the measured
data, extending the available training data with new samples.
The advantages of such an approach are obvious: First, the
system would adapt to the behavior of the disabled person (and
not vice versa). Second, the system would also be able to adapt
to long-term changes of the behavior of the disabled person.
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An interesting question is whether the classifier can then be
trained incrementally instead of training it “from scratch”.
Updating and retraining the classifier using the most recent
data may allow to discard old training data, as the essential
knowledge that can be extracted from that data is already
contained in the classifier’s parameters. For Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) and other conventional classifier paradigms,
which are used for comparison in this work, there are in-
cremental training techniques available (see, e.g., [9]–[11]).
Our EHW approaches, while partially employing incremental
evolution, have not been analyzed with regard to dynamically
updating the classification function.

This article is a substantially extended version of our work
first published at the IEEE “Adaptive Hardware and Systems”
conference, Noordwijk, 2008 [12]. Generally, the article in-
vestigates the classification performance of EHW approaches
for a multi-movement prosthesis control application in order
to determine whether they are competitive with conventional
pattern matching algorithms. To achieve fair comparison, we
spent roughly the same effort for all algorithms on finding
well-performing configurations. We use grid search for con-
ventional and our expert knowledge for EHW classifiers. Our
results mirror general accuracy tendencies instead of peak
performances.

We present two different EHW approaches: a coarse-grained
and classification-tailored approach and a fine-grained and
more general approach. The performance of these approaches
is compared to that of four conventional classifiers, one of
which is SVM. SVMs are considered to be one of the most
powerful classifier methods existing today.

Another important aspect covered by this article in addition
to our previous work is the investigation of the classifiers’
behavior on EMG data recorded over a long period of time
(see Sec. VI-A and Sec. VI-D). Given the inherent ability
of EHW systems for autonomous adaptation, classification
of non-stationary data is an intriguing challenge for these
architectures. We show that using a moving average feature
extraction scheme and standard classification algorithms, the
accuracy rates degrade after a short period of time. Further-
more, we learn that data recorded at a single day is already
sufficient to reach high accuracies for all algorithms in our
comparison.

We demonstrate that our EHW architectures are competitive
with state-of-the-art classifiers. The rather compact distribution
of classification rates among different algorithms implies that
implementation requirements are the factor most relevant to
the actual selection of a classifier for prosthesis control. For
embedded system applications with functional and temporal
security aspects, adaptable hardware classifiers offer a range
of benefits.

The article is structured as follows. Section II describes
related work including both traditional classification methods
for PHC and classification by EHW. Sections III and IV
describe the setup of our EMG sensor system and the signal
processing applied to obtain the feature vectors. The tested
conventional classifiers as well as the two EHW approaches
are detailed in Section V. Descriptions of the conducted
experiments, validation schemes, and the obtained results are

given in Section VI. Section VII discusses the results and
Section VIII concludes our work.

II. RELATED WORK

The first known prosthesis controlled by electromyography
signals is the “Hüfner Hand” [13]. In 1948, Reiter imple-
mented a prosthesis controller using one EMG channel to en-
code “open” and “close” movements of an artificial hand [14].
A quick contraction and relaxation triggered the “open” move-
ment and a steady force contraction caused the prosthesis
to gradually close the hand. Driven by the availability of
compact electronic components, the area of prosthesis control
gained more popularity in the 1960s and 1970s. Substantial
effort went into defining strategies for robust selection of
prosthesis actions from muscular activities [15]–[19]. The first
commercial system was offered in the early 1960s [20]. In
the following, we discuss modern EMG signal classification
techniques with both conventional systems and evolvable
hardware.

A. Classification of EMG Signals with Conventional Systems

Modern conventional upper limb prosthesis control systems
typically use rudimentary algorithms to derive information
for steering a prosthesis. There are three popular methods of
acting on the signal of a muscle, or more precisely a group of
muscles, which consider:
• the intensity of muscular activity. For a single channel,

typically two intensity thresholds separate three muscle
states – relaxed, slightly contracted, and contracted –
allowing the prosthesis to perform, for example, “open”
and “close” movements [15].

• the muscular activity growth rate. Similar to the previ-
ous method, two thresholds for the speed of the per-
formed contraction partition the channel output into three
states [16].

• multiple groups of muscles, discriminating between con-
tracted / non-contracted muscles to encode the prosthesis
action. For example, using two channels, up to three
prosthesis actions and a neutral state can be selected.

For multi-functional prostheses, the control system can use
quick co-contractions to switch between different activity
modes (e.g., switching between the “grasping” and the “ro-
tating” modes for an artificial hand). However, such a control
mechanism is not intuitive and has to be learned by the user.

Pattern recognition algorithms enable a different way of
extracting information of muscular activity. For example,
instead of requiring the user to be familiar with the activation
of some groups of muscles to trigger an “open” movement,
pattern recognition algorithms are able to extract the natural
hand “open” impulse from the superimposed EMG signals of
the forearm. Pattern recognition methods allow for intuitive
control and are also capable of discriminating between a larger
number of distinct movements. However, multiple EMG chan-
nels are needed for a robust detection of multiple movements.

Early attempts to use pattern recognition algorithms were
made by Finely [21], Herberts [17], and Graupe and
Cline [19]. In today’s literature on EMG signal classification,
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the signal processing chain is often broken down into three
algorithmic components: feature extraction, dimensionality
reduction and pattern classification. The feature extraction
step isolates application-specific attributes from the EMG
signal. Dimensionality reduction decreases the amount of data
for a more robust and accurate classification by selecting
or projecting features. The final pattern classification step
determines the predefined category to which the input data
belongs. The complete processing chain has to be carefully
balanced; in particular, the choice of a pattern recognition
algorithm and the selected features contribute significantly to
the recognition accuracy.

Feature extraction schemes for continuous prosthesis control
act in a sliding-window manner. That is, a feature set is
calculated for each window of the data, where the windows
are typically up to 300 milliseconds in length and are selected
according to the classification rate of the prosthesis controller.

Historically, the development of computationally efficient
algorithms has been of the utmost importance since pros-
thesis controllers typically run on battery-powered embed-
ded systems. Here, feature extraction methods acting in the
time domain (TD) are often regarded as being well-suited
because of their simplicity. Examples for time domain meth-
ods widely used in EMG classification are mean absolute
value (MAV) [22]–[27], zero crossing (ZC) [22], [23], slope
sign changes (SSC) [22], [23], [28] and waveform length
(WL) [22], [23], [28].

EMG electrodes, being electrically only loosely attached
to the skin surface, tend to act as antennas collecting noise
from power lines, adjacent electric and electronic prosthesis
subsystems, and other electromagnetic sources. Time domain
methods in general and methods using amplitude-based fea-
tures in particular have difficulties dealing with such noise
and also with the effects of varying skin conductance. Con-
sequently, a significant part of related work concentrates on
frequency domain based feature extraction to suppress noisy
influences. Fourier transformation (FT) and short-time Fourier
transformation (STFT) [23], [29], [30] are among the most
popular methods. Capturing information from the time and
frequency domains, wavelet transformation (WT) [23], [29]
and wavelet packet transformation (WPT) [23], [30], [31]
have also been successfully studied for recognition of EMG
signals. Despite being computationally expensive, frequency
domain feature extraction schemes are feasible on today’s
high-performance embedded systems.

Reducing the dimensionality of the feature space while
preserving essential information may increase a classifier’s
generalization ability. Additionally, irrelevant information that
is skipped in this step reduces the amount of data to be
processed by the classifier. Dimensionality reduction can be
implemented as feature selection that aims at maximizing
the probability of an correct classification [31], [32]. For the
classification of EMG signals, the projection of features is
quite popular. Projection creates a new and generally smaller
feature set by combining original features in a linear or non-
linear way. Some of the employed algorithms are principle
component analysis (PCA) [31], [32], linear and non-linear
discriminant analysis (LDA, NLDA) [33] and self-organizing

feature maps (SOFM) [33].
The last step of the signal processing chain covers pattern

recognition. A dominant part of related work uses artificial
neural network (ANN) classifiers [22], [34]–[36]. More recent
work also introduces support vector machines (SVM) for
EMG signal classification [26], [37], [38], as well as Bayesian
classifiers [31], [39], [40], fuzzy classifiers [41], [42], Gaussian
mixtures [43], and hidden Markov models [44].

A compact overview of methods for preparing, processing,
and classifying EMG signals is given by Zecca et al. [45] and
Parker et al. [46].

B. Classification of EMG Signals with EHW

An early use of EHW for pattern recognition was reported
by Higuchi et al. [47]. Their architecture was originally applied
to character classification but was later used for classification
in a prosthetic hand controller (PHC) [48], [49]. It employed a
programmable logic array (PLA)-like structure of AND gates
followed by OR gates. The configuration of the architecture
was evolved using a genetic algorithm (GA) implemented on
the same chip as the classifier, resulting in a compact and
adaptable system. The controller was trained with feature vec-
tors extracted from EMG data where one input signal consisted
of four channels at a resolution of four bits. The classifier
distinguished between six different kinds of movements. The
classification performance was computed by dividing the EMG
data into two halves and using one half as training data and
the second half as test data. Although the results showed a
competitive classification rate for evolved circuits compared
to artificial neural networks (ANNs), it was noted that the
size of the employed data set might be insufficient; this is
underlined by the strongly varying classification rates. As a
result of having the GA implemented entirely in hardware and
on the same chip, the learning time (800 ms) for the EHW
approach was significantly shorter than for the ANN. Short
training times are important for the user-friendliness of a PHC,
especially if online adaptation is applied.

Using similar EMG data, Torresen [50]–[53] conducted ex-
periments on incremental evolution using a EHW architecture.
The two-layered architecture consisted of AND-OR matrices
followed by a selector layer. The AND-OR matrices were
evolved in the first step followed by the evolution of the
selectors. In addition, the best subsystems from different runs
were combined into one system. The results showed that a two-
step incremental approach can lead to a better generalization
performance and shorter computation times than traditional
one-step evolution and ANN.

EHW classification architectures applied to domains other
than PHC include, for example, the function level evolution
of [54]. This architecture was applied to typical ANN appli-
cations (however, with fewer inputs and outputs), and attained
accuracies comparable to ANNs.

A different EHW pattern classification system, Logic De-
sign using Evolved Truth Tables (LoDETT), was presented
in [55], [56]. LoDETT allows for high accuracy classification
on problems with a much higher number of inputs and outputs.
However, the system does not implement online evolution
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and relies on synthesis in software before the circuit is
implemented on a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). The
approach utilizes incremental evolution; i.e., sub-circuits are
evolved separately before being assembled into a final system.

A major challenge is to map evolved circuits to recon-
figurable hardware at runtime, since for today’s FPGAs no
commercial tools exist that support online reconfiguration at
the fine-grained level of logic gates and wires. An alternative
EHW approach to online reconfigurability on FPGAs is the
Virtual Reconfigurable Circuit (VRC) method proposed by
Sekanina in [57]. This method obtains virtual reconfigurability
by changing register values and multiplexer control signals in
the user circuit. The advantages of this high-level technique
are fast reconfiguration and applicability to all SRAM-based
FPGAs. However, the method potentially requires more logic
resources.

Work has also been carried out on bitstream reverse engi-
neering for recent FPGAs. This was applied to EHW circuits
in [58] and adapted to newer FPGA devices in [59]. The
approach allows for runtime reconfiguration of FPGA lookup
table (LUT) contents. However, changing an FPGA’s routing
resources is more complex and has not been achieved in the
context of EHW. While this approach has the potential to
save logic resources, it requires a low-level specification of
the circuit and yields potentially longer reconfiguration times.
An alternative approach to bitstream based reconfiguration is
an intermediate-level shift register based method as described
in [60]. This also allows for reconfiguration of LUTs, however
the method may not give access to all resources on newer
devices.

Using the virtual reconfiguration technique, Glette et al. pro-
posed an online evolvable EHW architecture, the Functional
Unit Row (FUR) architecture, for classification tasks [61]–
[63]. A device specific, shift register based implementation of
the architecture has been proposed [64] as well. The architec-
ture was applied to multiple-category face image recognition
and sonar return classification. The evolution part of the
system has been implemented on an FPGA, where fitness
evaluation is carried out in hardware and the evolutionary algo-
rithm runs on an on-chip processor. The architecture employs
function level modules as well as a method of dividing the
evolution into several smaller tasks.

Finally, the same architecture was also applied to PHC and
compared to another approach based on embedded cartesian
genetic programming (ECGP) [65]. The ECGP-based ap-
proach uses automatic definition of sub-functions and achieves
similar classification accuracies despite the fact that evolution
is performed on a more general architecture with lower level
primitives. Further investigation of the FUR and ECGP ap-
proaches continued in [12].

From simulated reconstructions of earlier proposed EHW
architectures of Kajitani et al. [48] and Torresen [50], a
comparison of different EHW approaches to classification for
PHC has been undertaken. The results have indicated better
performance for the FUR and ECGP approaches, with better
classification accuracies as well as faster evolution. We can
think at least of three reasons that the FUR and ECGP-
based architectures are more successful than the early EHW
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Fig. 1. The EMG measurement system. The analog signal processing part is
decoupled from the PC and powered by a battery. EMG signal amplifiers
are placed close to the electrodes to reduce noise. Signal processing is
implemented completely on the PC.

classifiers of Kajitani et al. and Torresen. Firstly, both methods
share the same principle of decomposing a recognition func-
tion for a single category into an ensemble of multiple and
diverse recognition functions. The outputs are combined into
a graded metric and compared to the outputs of other category
classifiers. The reason for the decomposition is to reduced the
complexity a single classification function needs to realize.
In return, ensemble classifiers allow to tackle more complex
classification tasks.

The second reason lies in the complexity of the basic build-
ing blocks. Both early EHW classifiers employ Programmable
Logic Arrays (PLA). PLAs compute Boolean sum-of-product
(SOP) functions. Given the restricted functional set of AND,
OR, and NOT gates and a fixed circuit depth of two levels, a
search algorithm is typically faster at finding solutions when
exploring the unrestricted space of digital circuits comprising
all Boolean gates and without routing limitations. In contrast
to the ECGP representation model, which allows for explo-
ration of the unrestricted space of Boolean circuits, the FUR
architecture employes more complex functional elements using
comparators acting on binary encoded numbers.

The third reason for the success of the FUR and ECGP-
based classifiers is that both architectures process input data at
much higher resolution as the early EHW classifiers. Kajitani’s
et al. and Torresen’s PLA based approaches use 4 bits to
encode a signal value. As signal values are, for instance, binary
encoded, evolution has also to master the implicit task of
data type conversion or at least has to deal with differently
encoded input data types and function block inputs [49], [65].
Inputs of FUR’s basic building blocks, in contrast, match
the encoding of the input data types. In the ECGP-based
architecture, input values are linearly quantized by a 1-out-
of-500 encoder unifying the input data and functional block
encodings.

Details on FUR and ECGP-based architectures will be
presented in Sec. V-A.

III. EMG SIGNAL MEASUREMENT

We use different measurement systems for stationary and
portable EMG signal recording. The stationary system com-
prises four components: EMG sensors (Tyco Arbo*, Ag/AgCl,
35 mm), amplifiers (Biovison [66]), A/D converters (N.I. [67]),
and a standard computer. The system shown in Fig. 1 contin-
uously monitors four sensor channels with 14 bit resolution
at a sampling rate of 6 kHz. Two important requirements
for such a measurement system are the reduction of noise
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Fig. 2. Sensor placement (muscle anatomy taken from [70]).

1) 2) 3) 4) 5) 6) 7) 8) 9) 10) 11)

Fig. 3. Motion classes: 1) extension, 2) flexion, 3) ulnar deviation, 4) radial
deviation, 5) pronation, 6) supination, 7) open, 8), close 9) key grip, 10) pincer
grip and 11) extract index finger.

in the analog signal domain and a reproducible biomechanical
experimental setup. To reduce noise, we employ an optical
bridge (Sonowin [68]) to galvanically decouple the signal
amplifiers and the A/D converters from the computer that
accumulates the data. A separate battery provides a stable
power supply to the amplifiers and A/D converters. Moreover,
the amplifiers are placed as near as 10 cm to the skin-
attached electrodes in order to minimize parasitic inductance.
For portable EMG data acquisition, we use a MindMedia
Nexus 10 Biofeedback System [69] to continuously monitor
four EMG sensor channels with 24 bit resolution at a sampling
rate of 2048 Hz.

We place the four electrode pairs on the top, bottom, medial,
and lateral sides of the forearm with the reference at the wrist,
as shown in Fig. 2. The exact electrode positions are specif-
ically determined for the test subject to obtain pronounced
signals. A reproducible biomechanical experiment setup is an
important requirement for such a measurement system. Thus,
after the initial calibration we mark the electrode positions
to be able to re-establish the experimental setup on different
days.

In a single run of the experiment, the test subject has to
perform a sequence of different movements. Some of these
movements are depicted in Fig. 3. Each movement starts with
a relaxation phase followed by a contraction phase, as shown
in Fig. 4(a). The EMG signal for the contraction part divides
roughly into a one second phase at the onset of the contraction
containing the transient components of the EMG signal and a
subsequent steady state phase which corresponds to a constant
force contraction. We use the steady phase for classification.

For the first experiment, we use the stationary EMG
measurement system to record the movements 1) to 8), as
presented in Fig. 3, by three individuals on three consecutive
days. In each of the nine sessions, an individual repeats the
movement sequence 20 times. Each movement consists of

 5
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Fig. 5. (200, 2, 5) feature extraction scheme for a single channel signal: five
mean average values over 2× 200 samples define a feature vector.

a nine second relaxation and an eleven second contraction
phase. The data is recorded at a 6 kHz sampling rate. For the
second experiment, we use the portable EMG measurement
system to have a single individual collect data from all eleven
movements presented in Fig. 3 over 21 days. Similar to
the previous setup, the subject records a single sequence of
movements 5 to 6 times a day. In total, 121 sessions are
conducted during different times of a day. Each movement
starts with a relaxation phase of about 4 seconds followed by
a contraction phase that lasts about 5 seconds. The sampling
rate in this experiment is set to 2048 Hz.

The data from the first experiment is analyzed by the
“Day1–3” and “2of3” evaluation schemes and the data from
the second experiment is analyzed by the “121” evaluation
scheme. The definitions of these schemes will be given in
Section VI-A.

IV. SIGNAL PREPROCESSING AND FEATURE EXTRACTION

Signal preprocessing and feature extraction is done com-
pletely in the digital domain. Our method is inspired by the
mean average value (MAV) scheme of Kajitani et al. [49].
We designed a method for an efficient computation procedure
by subdividing the input signals into small disjoint intervals.
Partial solutions are computed for each interval and reused for
feature vector extraction. This minimizes redundant computa-
tions.

The feature vector extraction scheme is defined by a 3-tuple
(r, s, t) where r is the size of the moving average window in
terms of samples, s is the number of moving average windows
used to compute a single feature value, and t is the number of
values in the feature vector calculated for a particular channel.
With k being the number of signal channels, p being an
index of a signal sample, dip, i = 1, . . . , k, being the DC
compensated raw signal, and j = 1, . . . , t, a single feature
vector, v ∈ Rkt is calculated as:

v = (v)ij = − log

(
1

rs

(j−1+s)r∑

l=(j−1)r+1

|dil|
)
.
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(a) relax (b) (c) steady state

Fig. 4. EMG signal preprocessing. The left figure shows the raw signals for all four channels, consisting of a) a relaxation phase, b) a transient phase with
intensified activity, and c) a steady state contraction phase. The center figure presents the DC offset-compensated and rectified signals from the four channels
in the steady state phase, and the right figure shows a single extracted feature vector using the (200, 2, 5) scheme.

Thus, a single feature vector in the (r, s, t) scheme consists of
k × t values calculated over r(s + t − 1)f−1 seconds where
f denotes the sampling rate.

To demonstrate feature vector calculation, we exemplarily
compute a (200, 2, 5) scheme for a signal sampled at 6kHz
(Fig. 5). The first element of v = (v1,1, v1,2, v1,3, v1,4, v1,5) is
computed as v1,1 = −log([200 · 2]−1 · [|d1,1|+ |d1,2|+ · · ·+
|d1400|]). Similarly, remaining elements of v rely on means
computed using raw signal values with indices (201, . . . , 600),
(401, . . . , 800), (601, . . . , 1000), and (801, . . . , 1200). Alto-
gether, the first feature vector relies on data recorded during
200 · (2 + 5− 1) · 6000−1 = 200[ms].

Our feature extraction scheme is tailored for the continu-
ous operation mode of a prosthesis controller running on a
small embedded system. With the update frequency fu for
the feature extraction and classification chain, the window
size r should be set to f · f−1u to allow the reuse of
(v)ij , i = 1, . . . , k, j = 2, . . . , t for the calculation of the
following feature vector. With t = f · f−1u only the averages
(v)ij , i = 1, . . . , k, j = t have to be updated. Coming back
to the example of Fig. 5, we set the update frequency to 30,
which results in a moving average window of r = 6000 ·
30−1 = 200 samples. We can thus reuse v1,2, v1,3, v1,4, v1,5
of the first feature vector and thereby relabel the elements to
v1,1, v1,2, v1,3, v1,4; consequently, for v1,5, only the sum of
raw signal elements with indices (1201, . . . , 1400) needs to
be computed. v1,5 is then the sum of partial results

1200∑

l=1001

|d1l| and
1400∑

l=1201

|d1l|

divided by rs = 200 · 2, so that the first partial sum is already
computed for the first feature vector.

In our experiments we set the update frequency to f(r(s+
t− 1))−1. Thus, the feature vectors are computed on disjoint
data. If further feature normalization is applied by the classi-
fication algorithm, the channels are treated independently. For
the “Day1–3”, “2of3”, and “121” experiments, the feature
vectors are computed by a (300, 2, 5) and (100, 2, 5) scheme,
respectively. Thus, the feature vectors consist of 20 values and
the corresponding label. Both feature extraction schemes use
the data of roughly a third of a second, which is a realistic

assumption for prosthesis control.

V. CLASSIFICATION PARADIGMS

This chapter introduces and compares two evolvable hard-
ware approaches and four state-of-the-art classifiers. The first
EHW approach uses simple Boolean gates to construct pattern
recognition circuits. The circuits are encoded within a variant
of the Embedded Cartesian Genetic Programming (ECGP)
representation model. The second EHW approach uses com-
parators acting on binary encoded numbers. A pattern recog-
nition circuit in this architecture is represented by multiple
comparators feeding into a single AND gate. We refer to the
first EHW classifier as the ECGP-based and to the second
classifier as the Functional Unit Row (FUR) architecture.

To evaluate the performances of EHW classifiers, we com-
pare their results to a reference algorithm. As we cannot expect
a single algorithm to perform best among all applications and
data sets, we select four conventional classifier paradigms,
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Support Vector Machines
(SVM), Decision Trees (DT) and k-nearest-neighbors (kNN),
that realize different forms of decision boundaries between
classes.

This section continues with the description of the common
structure of our EHW classifiers then proceeds with a detailed
presentation of the ECGP-based and FUR architectures, com-
pares their representation model, algorithmic and classification
properties, and finishes by sketching the conventional classi-
fiers.

A. Evolvable Hardware Classifiers

Both proposed EHW architectures for classification tasks
have a common high-level structure, see Fig. 6. The input
pattern is presented to a number of sub-circuits called classifier
circuits (CCs). A CC is a function with a binary output
indicating a match or a mismatch. Several CCs are grouped
together and their outputs are fed into a counter summarizing
the number of matches. A set of CCs and the counter are
denoted as a Category Detection Module (CDM) since the
CCs are detecting the same category. The classifier’s global
decision is made by selecting the category (CDM output) with
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Fig. 6. High-level structure of the EHW classifier architectures.

the highest number of matches. In case of a tie, the category
with the lower index wins.

The presented architecture belongs to the family of ensem-
ble classifiers. The idea of ensemble classifiers is to train
a set of diverse classifiers on the same training set and to
combine the predictions. The presented architecture can also
be seen as an extension of the early EHW architectures of
Kajitani et al. [71] and Torresen [50]. Kajitani used a single
Boolean sum-of-products (SOP) function to realize a CDM
while Torresen utilized a two-stage scheme of multiple SOPs
and a SOP subset selector for CDM implementation. Similar
to the architecture presented in Fig. 6, the maximal number of
activated SOP’s in Torresen’s architecture defines the global
decision.

1) The Embedded Cartesian Genetic Program Classifica-
tion Architecture: The first EHW-based classifier relies on
a variant of the ECGP model. ECGP is an extension of the
popular Cartesian Genetic Program (CGP) model [72] which
is a structural model that arranges functional blocks in a
two-dimensional geometric layout. In contrast to a genetic
program [73], which relies on trees to represent evolved
functions, a CGP in its original formalization is essentially
a restricted directed acyclic graph (DAG). The restrictions are
imposed by the array structure which limits the number of
overall functional blocks and the interconnect depth.

nc
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Fig. 7. Cartesian Genetic Programming Model.

Formally, a CGP model as defined in [72] consists of
nc × nr functional blocks, ni primary inputs, and no primary
outputs. A functional block has nn inputs and implements
one out of nf different functions on these inputs. While the
primary inputs and outputs can be connected to any functional
block input and output, respectively, the connectivity of the
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Fig. 8. The Embedded Cartesian Genetic Programming Model automatically
creates modules as compositions of primitive nodes.

functional block inputs is restricted. The input of a functional
block at column c may only be connected to the outputs of
blocks in columns c − l, . . . , c − 1 as well as to the primary
inputs. The levels-back parameter l restricts wiring to local
connections. Since only feed-forward connections are allowed,
the creation of combinational feedback loops is avoided.
Fig. 7 shows an example of a CGP model together with its
parameters. The model in this example has five columns, four
rows, four primary inputs, and two primary outputs.

To improve scalability, Walker et al. [74] introduced auto-
matic acquisition and reuse of sub-functions (modules) to CGP.
Coined as Embedded CGP, it configures the CGP genotype as
a single line of functional nodes (nr = 1, l = nc) and defines
modules as compositions of primitive nodes. While in the
original work modules are composed from randomly selected
primary nodes, in our work we aggregate primitive nodes
that have persisted in the genotype for a higher number of
generations to assemble a new module. The rationale is that
aged nodes are more likely to contribute directly or indirectly
to an individual’s success and should, therefore, be preferred
over randomly selected nodes for module creation. Initially, we
described the age-based module creation technique in [75].

In our work we use a standard (1+1) Evolutionary Strategy
(ES) algorithm. In every generation, the offspring individual is
derived from the parent by a mutation operator. The offspring
becomes the new parent except for the case when the parent
has a higher fitness. We have selected the (1 + 1) ES variant
as it has demonstrated better convergence behavior than other
(1 + n) ES variants, with n > 1.

The fitness is defined as candidate solution’s classification
accuracy on the training data set. More precisely, for the set
of labeled training feature vectors X = (x, l)j the fitness f of
an evolved classifier circuit c is defined as:

f(c) = |X|−1
∑

(x,l)j∈X

{
1 : if c(xj) = lj ,
0 : otherwise.

The complete set of ECGP model parameters and the ES
configuration are summarized in Tab. I. As our goal is to
evolve digital circuits that can be easily mapped to generic
FPGAs, we are using 4-input lookup tables as functional
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR THE EVOLUTION OF THE ECGP EHW CLASSIFIER.

ni / no / nr / nc 10000 / 1 / 1 / 1000–1500
nn / nf 4 / |B4|
fitness evaluations per generation 1
mutation prob. 1.0
mutation rate 0.03
one point mutation prob. 0.6
compress / expand prob. 0.1 / 0.2
module point mutation prob. 0.04
add / remove module input prob. 0.01 / 0.02
add / remove module output prob. 0.01 / 0.02
maximum module size 3

blocks and single wires for the connections. The mutation
operator either re-routes an input connection of a functional
block or selects block’s function randomly. The population
is initialized randomly with genotypes containing 1000 logic
blocks. Depending on the created modules, the genotype is
allowed to grow up to 1500 blocks. The rather large genotype
size helps to avoid stagnation during the final search phase.

Our ECGP-based classifier architecture is configured to
evolve 24 and 20 ECGP classifier circuits per category for
the Day1–3 and 2of3 experiments and for the 121 experiment,
respectively. Each of the 20 values in a feature vector are
linearly quantized to a 9-bit representation and input to a
1-out-of-500 encoder. The resulting 20 × 500 bits are then
fed into a classifier circuit. We noticed no further accuracy
improvement in our setup when increasing quantization’s
precision. However, our feature extraction scheme considers
only steady state phases of a muscle contraction. In order to
consider the contraction’s initial phase, which, as illustrated
in Fig. 4, has much higher amplitudes than the steady-state
phase, finer quantization would be required.

The remaining ECGP parameters in Tab. I, except the mod-
ule size, follow the standard configuration presented in [75].
We found that larger module sizes slow down the convergence
rate. In the light of the more randomized nature of EMG
signals, when compared to arithmetic functions, recurrent and
symmetric patterns within EMG signals may be more sparse
and compact.

2) The Functional Unit Row EHW Architecture: The sec-
ond EHW-based classifier investigated in this article is specifi-
cally tailored towards classification tasks and online evolution.
A regular structure has been chosen to make the mapping to
an FPGA-implemented circuit as direct as possible. Further-
more, the choice of functionality in the processing elements,
the width of the data elements, as well as the dimensional
parameters of the architecture, have been determined based
on the input data and through experimentation. To facilitate
online evolution, the classifier architecture is implemented
as a circuit whose behavior and connections can be con-
trolled through configuration registers, similar to the VRC
approach [57]. By writing the evolved genome bitstream to
these registers, one obtains the phenotype circuit which can
then be evaluated. The architecture is presented at a hardware-
abstracted level in the following paragraphs. Details about
the implementation can be found in [61]. A more hardware-
specific implementation, which saves resources by utilizing

FU1 ...FU2 FUn

AND

input pattern

�

...

Fig. 9. Category Classifier (CC): n Functional Units (FUs) are connected to
an n-input AND gate. Multiple CCs with a subsequent counter for activated
CCs define a CDM.
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Fig. 10. Functional Unit (FU): The data MUX selects which of the input
data is fed to the functions “>” and “≤”. The constant c is given by the
configuration lines. Finally, a result MUX selects which of the function results
is returned.

lower-level FPGA reconfiguration abilities, has been explored
in [64]. This implementation would also have a straightforward
mapping to a bitstream manipulation approach using partial
reconfiguration, such as in [58].

The classifier system consists of P CDMs, one for each
category Cp to be classified—see Fig. 6. The input data to be
classified is presented to each CDM concurrently on a common
input bus. Each CDM consists of m CCs, or functional unit
(FU) rows, see Fig. 9. Each FU row consists of n FUs. The
inputs to the circuit are passed on to the inputs of each FU.
The 1-bit output from the FUs in a row are fed into an n-
input AND gate. This means that all outputs from the FUs
must be 1 in order to activate a rule. The 1-bit outputs from
the AND gates are connected to an input counter which counts
the number of activated FU rows. As the number of FU rows is
increased, so is the output resolution from each CDM. Each
FU row is evolved from an initial random bitstream, which
ensures a variation in the evolved FU rows.

The FUs are the reconfigurable elements of the architecture.
As seen in Fig. 10, each FU behavior is controlled by
configuration lines connected to the configuration registers.
Each FU has all input bits to the system available at its
inputs, but only one data element (e.g., one byte) of these
bits is chosen. One data element is thus selected from the
input bits, depending on the configuration lines. This data is
then fed to the available functions. Any number and type of
functions could be imagined, but for clarity, in Fig. 10 only two
functions are illustrated. The choice of functions for the EMG
classification application will be detailed below. In addition,
the unit is configured with a constant value, c. This value and
the input data element are used by the function to compute the
output from the unit. The advantage of selecting the suitable
inputs is that not all inputs have to be connected. A direct
implementation as done in the LoDETT system [56] would
have required n = 20 FUs in a row for the PHC application.
In contrast, our system uses n = 8 units. The rationale is that
not all of the inputs are necessary for the classification.

The 20 normalized amplitudes (5×4 channels) of the input
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EMG signal are converted to 8-bit values before they become
inputs to the FUs. Based on the data elements of the input
being 8-bit values, the functions available in the FU elements
have been chosen to be greater than and less than or equal.
Through experiments these functions were seen to work well.
Intuitively, this allows for discriminating signals by looking at
the different channels’ amplitudes. The input is compared to
the constant, which is also 8 bits, to give true or false as the
output. This can be summarized as follows, with a being the
selected input value, and c the constant value, FU’s output is
defined as:

FU(a, c) =

{
1 : a > c
0 : otherwise.

A bit string (genome) is associated with each individual in
the population. Each FU is encoded in the genome string with
5, 1, and 8 bits for the feature address, function type, and
constant, respectively. This gives a total of Bunit = 14 bits
for each unit. With n = 8, the total number of bits in the
genotype for one FU row then is Btot = Bunit · n = 112.

For a more efficient implementation than the standard
single bit mutation probability approach, a customized scheme
has been adopted as the mutation operator. The number of
mutations, Nmut, is randomly selected first. Then, Nmut

random places are mutated (bit-flipped), instead of calculating
a random number for every bit in the genome. A standard
single-point crossover operator is applied directly to the bit
string.

Evolving the whole classification system in one run would
give a very long genome and, therefore, an incremental ap-
proach is chosen. Each category detector CDMp is evolved
separately. This is also true for the FU rows each CDM
consists of. Thus, the evolution can be performed on one FU
row at a time. This significantly reduces the genome size. One
then has the possibility of evolving CDMp in M steps before
proceeding to CDMp+1. However, we evolve only one FU
row in CDMp before proceeding to CDMp+1. This makes it
possible to have a working system in P evolution runs (that
is, 1/M of the total evolution time). While the recognition
accuracy is lower with only one FU row for each CDM, the
system is operational and improves gradually as more FU rows
are added for each CDM.

Fig. 11 illustrates a complete FUR adaptable classifier sys-
tem. That is, classifier containing all CDMs, while evolution
performs further adaptation/tuning in parallel. This could work
by having a CPU running the EA and evaluating candidate
CCs in a separate evaluation module. The evaluation module
would only need to contain enough hardware resources for
one CC, and thus requires much less hardware resources than
the operational classifier.

A certain subset of the available vectors, Vt, is used for
training the system, while the remaining, Vv , is used for
verification after the evolution run. Each row of FUs is fed
with the training vectors (v ∈ Vt), and fitness is based on
the row’s ability to give a positive (1) output for vectors v
belonging to its own category (Cv = Cp), while giving a
negative (0) output for the rest of the vectors (Cv 6= Cp). In
the case of a positive output when Cv = Cp, the value A is
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Fig. 11. Run-time adaptation architecture for EHW classifiers.

TABLE II
MUTATIONS RATE DISTRIBUTION FOR THE FUR ARCHITECTURE.

Nmut 0 1 2 3
p 0.1 0.6 0.2 0.1

added to the fitness sum. When Cv 6= Cp and the row gives a
negative output (value 0), 1 is added to the fitness sum. The
other cases do not contribute to the fitness value. The fitness
function F for a row can then be expressed in the following
way, where o is the output of the FU row:

F =
∑

v∈Vt

xv where xv =

{
A · o if Cv = Cp

1− o if Cv 6= Cp.

For the experiments, a value of A = 4 is used. This
emphasis on the positive matches for Cp has shown to speed
up the evolution. Further, the architecture parameters n = 8
FUs per row and 20 rows per CDM are used. A maximum of
150 generations is allowed for each evolution run, however,
evolution is terminated earlier in case maximum fitness value
is reached. We have implemented a Simple GA [76] with
elitism, a population size of 32 and a crossover rate of 0.9.
The mutation rate distribution is summarized in Table II. That
is, the mutation operator is applied once with a probability
0.6, twice with a probability of 0.2, and so on.

3) Evolvable Hardware Classifier Comparison: While in
the ECGP-based approach, the genotype representing the en-
tire classifier is subject to evolutionary optimization, the FUR-
based approach employs the concept of incremental evolution.
An advantage of this is a simpler search, which in turn
should reduce the total evolution time and add the ability
to start classifying before all the sub-circuits have evolved,
i.e., one could start classifying as soon as one CC for each
category has evolved. Both EHW approaches also employ
high-level building blocks in addition to, or instead of, gate-
level components. The rationale for this is to reduce the
search space for the evolutionary algorithm. While the ECGP
approach extracts building blocks automatically, and thus is
a very general approach, the FUR architecture uses a priori
knowledge in the form of predefined building blocks found to
be good for classification. The EHW approaches allow for run-
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time adaptation of hardware and online evolution, as shown
in Fig. 11.

Both EHW approaches rely on the principle of having a
graded output for each of the categories, which are then
connected to a maximum detector. This can be seen as a
way of having several different “detection rules” for each
category, which in turn should reduce the effect of overfitting.
A parallel could be drawn to ensemble approaches such as
random decision forests [77]: whereas single decision trees
(DTs) can be prone to overfitting, having a collection of
slightly different DTs for one category can significantly reduce
this effect.

The decision boundary of ECGP-based classifier is im-
plemented as a Boolean combination of signal values and
constants. Therefore, similar to kNN, the decision boundary is
a composition of straight lines. The FUR approach compares
signal values with constants, thus, analogous to DTs, realizes a
decision boundary with sections of straight lines that must be
parallel to the axes of the input space spanned by all attributes.

B. Conventional Classifiers

To investigate whether the evolvable hardware approaches
are competitive with state-of-the-art classifier paradigms in the
field of machine learning, we have chosen four “conventional”
classifiers for a comparison. These classifiers differ greatly in
the ways they form the decision boundary between any two
classes. Building a classifier basically consists of three tasks:
(1) choosing the functional form of the classifier, (2) defining
an objective function together with an optimization technique
to minimize or maximize that objective function, and (3) using
both together with a sample data set to find values for the
parameters of the classifier (i.e., to train the classifier). In [78],
Fisch et al. have shown that not only (1) but also (2) influence
the form of the decision boundary and, thus, the performance
of the classifier.

1) Nearest Neighbor Classifiers: A k-nearest-neighbor
(kNN) classifier is a very simple, data-based classification
approach [79], i.e., it does not require any training phase
as described above. From an analysis of the very general
“bias/variance dilemma” for classification tasks [80], [81],
which states that variance dominates bias, it can be concluded
that classifiers with a low complexity—corresponding roughly
to the number of free parameters—perform well in many
classification tasks. With this property in mind, we select
kNN, having only one parameter (k), as a baseline method.
We consider kNN as a reference method that is expected to
be outperformed by other kinds of classifiers. However, kNN
classifiers require storing of and iteration through all of the
sample vectors of the training data set during the operational
phase, thus they are barely suitable for many real applications,
which require a compact and fast implementation. In a kNN
classifier, the form of the decision boundary between two
classes is defined locally by the k nearest (using a Euclidean
distance measure) samples in the training set. Therefore, the
decision boundary is composed of sections of straight lines.
In our experiments, the number of neighbors is set to k = 7.

2) Decision Trees: Decision trees (DT) can be used for the
classification of numerical as well as categorical data [79]. A
DT realizes a set of human-interpretable if-then rules. In a tree
structure, each leaf node represents a classification decision,
each non-leaf node evaluates an attribute associated with that
node. An input sample vector is classified by successive tests
from the root of a DT down to a leaf. Our motivation for
including DT in our comparison is the possibility for extracting
human-interpretable rules. Moreover, DT can be regarded as a
state-of-the-art technique to solve classification problems. DT
realize a decision boundary with sections of straight lines that
must be parallel to the axes of the input space spanned by all
attributes. This restriction basically enables interpretability of
training results in the form of “if-then-else” rules. This is one
reason why DT are used for many practical applications.

In our experiments, we use the C4.5 algorithm [82] to
build a DT. C4.5 selects the next attribute (based on a greedy
principle) according to an information gain measure. Pruning
techniques such as subtree raising are applied to reduce over-
fitting of the classifier to the training data set. The confidence
threshold for pruning is set to 0.25 and the minimum number
of instances per leaf are 2.

3) Support Vector Machines: Support vector machines
(SVM) use a hyperplane to separate any two classes [83], [84].
For problems that cannot be linearly separated in the input
space, SVM find a solution using a nonlinear transformation
of the original input space into a high-dimensional so called
feature space, where an optimal separating hyperplane is
determined. Those hyperplanes having a maximal margin are
called optimal, where margin means the minimal distance from
the separating hyperplane to the closest (mapped) data points
(so called support vectors). The transformation is usually
realized by nonlinear kernel functions, e.g., Gaussian kernels.
C-SVMs, which are used here, introduce slack variables—
being subject to minimization as well—to allow a certain
degree of misclassification. With the aid of nonlinear kernel
functions, SVM are able to realize arbitrary nonlinear decision
boundaries in the input space. The key advantage of SVM is
that they are based on the principle of structural risk mini-
mization which typically leads to a very good generalization
performance. Thus, one could expect SVM to yield very good
results in our comparison.

In our experiments, we use a C-SVM with a Gaussian
(radial basis function, i.e., RBF) kernel. For the “Day1–3”
and “2of3” experiments, we set C = 0.5 and γ = 0.175. The
parameters for the “121” experiment are C = 3 and γ = 1.

4) Neural Networks: Multilayer perceptrons (MLP), also
known as backpropagation networks, are neural networks that
are biologically inspired [85], [86]. They aim at being discrim-
inative, but they lack a built-in mechanism for structural risk
minimization like SVM. Thus, good generalization properties
must be assured by means of comprehensive cross-validation
or bootstrapping tests. Like SVM, MLP are able to realize
nonlinear decision boundaries. A major difference to SVM
is that the structure of the classifier (e.g., number of hidden
neurons) must be fine-tuned by hand. We have chosen MLP for
our comparison because of their use as a reference classifier
in related work on EHW.
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In our experiments, we use a MLP with 20 input neurons
(for the 20 input features), 8 and 11 output neurons (for the 8
and 11 classes), and one hidden layer consisting of 32 neurons.
MLP are trained using the backpropagation algorithm with an
additional momentum term. The learning rate is set to 0.3, the
momentum rate to 0.2, and the number of training epochs is
500.

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

This section presents and compares the performance of the
proposed EHW and conventional state-of-the-art classification
algorithms. First, we present the classification accuracy calcu-
lation schemes. Then, we evaluate the classification algorithms
and rank them using three different benchmarks.

A. Validation Schemes

Our first experiment is based on the stationary EMG
measurement system and uses cross-validation for evaluation.
Cross validation is a partitioning scheme splitting the data
into similar-sized chunks, selecting one chunk for performance
testing and the remaining chunks for training. This scheme
is repeated until all chunks have served for testing. The
considered classifiers are trained anew for each test chunk. The
data of the first experiment is used to define two benchmarks:
In the first benchmark, referred to as Day1–3 benchmark,
we investigate the asymptotic classifier accuracy by merging
and shuffling all data from a single individual and evaluating
the proposed classifiers with 10-fold cross validation. In the
second benchmark, referred to as 2of3 benchmark, we aim
at investigating the classifier’s generalization capabilities. To
this end, we use a 3-fold cross validation defining the data
partitioning by the recorded day. Thus, data from two days
are used for training and the data from the remaining day are
used for testing.

The second experiment, referred to as 121 benchmark,
is undertaken with our portable EMG measurement system
and investigates longer-term effects on the performance of
classifying EMG signals. The main question is whether and
how much the classification accuracy degrades over time if
the classifiers are not being trained continuously. Despite its
importance, this issue has not yet been investigated. The main
part of related work on EMG signal classification focuses
on accuracy improvement and the number of discriminated
movements. Assuming the EMG signal changes over time,
one needs to study the nature of the change, the way it can be
measured, and the effects has on the classification accuracy. To
design practical prosthesis controllers, one finally has to devise
appropriate feature extraction schemes compensating for EMG
signal variations and also look at the interdependency between
a continuously retrained controller and the amputee interacting
with the prosthesis controller. Furthermore, one also has to
analyze technical issues such as the amount of training data
needed for reaching nearly asymptotic accuracy, the selec-
tion of most stable feature extraction scheme, dimensionality
reduction method, classification algorithm combination, and
incremental learning. In this work, we address a subset of
these issues, in particular the amount of data required to

reliably reach high accuracies and the fundamental question
of accuracy degradation for an initially trained classifier. In
the 121 benchmark we define three validation schemes. For a
test trial i, i ≥ 2, we configure the training set to consist of:

1) 1, . . . , i− 1,
2) 1, . . . ,min(s, i− 1), and
3) max(i− s, 1), . . . , i− 1

trials. Here, s denotes the number of trials sufficient for all
algorithms to reach high accuracy. Over all classifiers, we
found five trials to be sufficient. The first validation scheme
determines the accuracy using all available data for training.
It is a priori unclear whether this results in the best possible
performance, since in general, aged data might lower the clas-
sification accuracy. Moreover, a permanently growing training
data set also permanently increases the computational load for
retraining. The goal of the second scheme is to check whether
the accuracy degrades, when a classifier is trained with data
from the first day only. Finally, the third validation scheme
investigates the evolution of the accuracy when using only
recent data for training and thus tries to answer the question:
Can the classification accuracy be improved by stripping aged
data?

Experiments using kNN, DT, MLP, and SVM algorithms are
conducted with the data mining framework RapidMiner [87].
RapidMiner uses the LIBSVM [88] implementation for sup-
port vector machines and the WEKA [89] implementation for
decision trees and multi-layer perceptrons. In the case of SVM,
multi-class problems are handled by LIBSVM using the one-
against-one method [90]. For the ECGP-based architecture, the
experiments are carried out using the MOVES-toolbox [91].

B. The Day1–3 Benchmark

We use the error rate as a metric to compare the classifica-
tion performances of different approaches. Tab. III summarizes
the error rates, arranged by the particular individual. The test
error rates show the classifiers’ generalization abilities, and
the error rates obtained for the training data sets point to the
classifiers’ approximation abilities. Bold numbers symbolize
the best results. kNN, DT, MLP and SVM are the k-nearest-
neighbor, decision tree, multi-layer perceptron and support
vector machine approaches respectively. EHW1 and EHW2
are the evolvable hardware approaches, where EHW1 refers to
the ECGP-based model (see Section V-A1) and EHW2 denotes
the FU row architecture (see Section V-A2).

TABLE III
Day1–3 EXPERIMENT: APPROXIMATION AND GENERALIZATION ERRORS

IN %. BOLD NUMBERS REPRESENT THE BEST ERROR RATES.

user 1 user 2 user 3
training test training test training test

kNN 3.14 3.96 12.94 17.29 3.64 4.75
DT 1.42 8.68 4.51 25.85 1.72 8.95
MLP 3.09 4.45 23.73 25.44 4.31 5.67
SVM 5.53 5.63 32.22 32.30 6.59 6.68
EHW1 7.50 8.86 38.00 39.57 8.81 8.30
EHW2 9.59 10.02 45.67 46.08 11.03 11.40

The first major observation is that we achieve high training
and test error rates for user 2. Since we carefully configured
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and adjusted the EMG sensor positions and ran tests before
starting the data experiments, we can dismiss the experimental
setup as a reason for the high differences in the error rates.
The day-wise analysis of user 2 data reveals similar bad
recognition rates, separately for each day. Thus, we assume
that the results are due to either a lax tension when performing
the contraction phases or the physiological properties of the
subject. The second observation, and this comes as a surprise,
is the excellent performance of the kNN classifier. This could
be explained by the “bias/variance dilemma”, mentioned in
Sec. V-B1. It states that even a simple classifier can achieve
high accuracy rates, as low model complexity corresponds to
low variance. MLPs come second, followed by SVMs. The
small gaps between training and test accuracy rates imply
correct parametrizations and negligible effects of overfitting.
In contrast to this, and as a third observation, DTs show a
larger distance between training and test accuracies despite
using pruning techniques to prevent overfitting. The EHW-
based classifiers close the comparison being near to DTs. The
accuracy rates are within a 6% margin for user 1 and user 3
benchmarks and within a 29% margin for the user 2. High
and compactly distributed accuracy rates for the user 1 and
2 experiments among all algorithms let us assume that the
task of EMG signal classification using mean average features
tends not to be too complex.

C. The 2of3 Experiment

In this experiment we focus on the real-world situation
in which data of a past time period is used to train the
classifiers and the performance of a prosthesis is measured
on a consecutive time period. To this end, we define, as
described in Subsection VI-A, a 3-fold cross validation scheme
partitioning the data of the folds by the recording day. Since
the EHW classifiers are evolved from random genotypes, each
evolved classifier has a different structure and the classification
rates vary slightly. The EHW experiments generate only three
classifiers when computing the 3-fold cross validation. To
achieve reliable accuracy rates, we evolved 10× 3 classifiers
and averaged the results.

TABLE IV
2of3 EXPERIMENT: APPROXIMATION AND GENERALIZATION ERRORS IN

%. BOLD NUMBERS REPRESENT THE BEST ERROR RATES.

2of3
user 1 user 2 user 3

training test training test training test
kNN 2.70 12.38 12.62 40.46 3.02 18.25
DT 2.28 17.95 7.68 48.28 2.82 23.19
MLP 2.43 14.49 20.93 44.94 2.97 19.25
SVM 4.88 12.10 32.14 45,53 5.64 17.04
EHW1 2.90 19.63 6,88 48.43 1.49 18.05
EHW2 8.75 14.55 42.69 54.13 9.26 20.07

Characteristic of the 2of3 experiments are the higher error
rates and larger distances between training and test rates
compared to the Day1–3 experiment (see Tab. IV). This can
be explained by an insufficient amount of data for prediction
model creation and by a smaller portion of training and
larger portion of test data used in the 3-fold cross validation.

TABLE V
121 EXPERIMENT: AVERAGED ERRORS IN % (GENERALIZATION), WHEN

TRAINED ON FIRST FIVE TRIALS (ROUGHLY DATA RECORDED ON A SINGLE
DAY), FIVE RECENT TRIALS AND ON ALL PRECEDING TRIALS.

first five preceding five all preceding
kNN 26.19 10.45 7.86
SVM 26.23 9.00 8.66

Additionally, data used for testing have been recorded on
a different day than the data used for training. With these
differences in mind, no algorithm consistently dominates this
benchmark. While SVM and kNN still perform well, being
among the three best algorithms and always taking the first
place, MLPs are taking the second place for user 2 and EHW1
for user 3 experiments. Analogous to the Day1–3 experiment,
DTs again demonstrate some overfitting. Additionally, EHW1
shows larger overfitting effects indicating the necessity for
pruning techniques. The ranges for test errors over all algo-
rithms are roughly the same as in the previous benchmark,
lying around 7% for the user 1 and user 3 experiments and
around 14% for the user 2 experiment.

While observed performance behaviors in the 2of3 experi-
ment can be explained by the same reasons mentioned when
analyzing the Day1–3 experiment, the results suggest two
additional conclusions. The closer distances between SVMs,
MLPs and the EHW approaches raise the question whether
the higher decision boundary flexibility of SVMs and MLPs
is really necessary. Additionally, the results support the idea
that periodic retraining may be useful to maintain high clas-
sification rates.

D. The 121 Experiment

Fig. 12 and 13 plot the accuracy results for the best-
performing conventional classifiers in our 121 experiment:
kNN and SVM. As described in Subsection VI-A, we evaluate
three validation schemes in this experiment: employing all
preceding trials, preceding five trials, and first five trials
for training and the following one trial for testing. For a
trial i, while using all or five previous trials for training
yields similarly good accuracy rates of roughly about 90%,
training kNN and SVMs with the first five trials result in
degrading accuracy. This accuracy loss became visible after
two to three days of omitted re-training. The averaged error
rates are summarized in Tab. V. Interestingly, there is no
significant indication of a negative influence of “old” data
used for training. For both algorithms, the error rates improve
from the second to the third column of Tab. V. While the
improvement is small for SVM, kNN improves its error rate
by 2.59%. However, fading out old training data for potential
accuracy improvement might make sense considering the real-
world prosthesis usage periods. Large training data bases also
result in high computational effort for SVM training and kNN
classifying.

We limit the evaluation for the remaining classification
algorithms to the “preceding five trials” scheme, as training
became costly with increasing data sizes. We chose this
scheme as it is relevant to the prosthesis controller application.
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Fig. 12. 121 Experiment: Test accuracy for the kNN algorithm trained on the first five, last five, and all preceding trials.
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Fig. 13. 121 Experiment: Test accuracy for the SVM algorithm trained on the first five, last five an all preceding trials.

The results are summarized in Tab. VI. Similar to the previous
experiments, kNN and SVMs perform best followed by MLPs.
EHW approaches lie between this group and the DTs. The
error rates spread in a 9% interval bounded by SVMs at 9.0%
and DTs at 17.91%. The values are similar to the user 1 and 3
results of the 2of3 experiment. The peak classification rates are
slightly better while being somewhat broadly distributed. The
similarities of the 2of3 and 121 experiments are not surprising.
Both evaluation schemes use data from disjoint recording
sessions for training and testing. The slightly better results of
the 121 experiment can be explained by a larger data portion
used for training. This also is probably an explanation for the
broader accuracy distribution. Data in the 121 experiment were
recorded for user 1. All algorithms are able to improve their
classification accuracies using more training data in the 121
experiment (compare Tab. IV, user 1 test column and Tab. VI).
While for some algorithms the improvements are rather small
(cf. DT with a 0.04%), other algorithms manage to get roughly
3% to 4% improvements, as the EHW1, SVMs and MLPs.

TABLE VI
121 EXPERIMENT: AVERAGED ERRORS IN % (GENERALIZATION), WHEN

TRAINED ON FIVE RECENT TRIALS (ROUGHLY DATA RECORDED ON A
SINGLE DAY). BOLD NUMBERS REPRESENT THE BEST ERROR RATE.

error rate
kNN 10.45
DT 17.91
MLP 10.44
SVM 9.00
EHW1 16.48
EHW2 13.72

VII. DISCUSSIONS

From the experimental results, we can make the following
observations:

• Among the conventional classifiers, kNN yields surpris-
ingly good results. While this approach is likely to be
inapplicable for a real prosthetic hand controller as all the
data have to be stored and evaluated for the classification
decision, it shows that the classification problems posed
by our experiments can be solved with very simple clas-
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sifiers. DT—despite the pruning techniques which have
been applied—are prone to overfitting in this application,
in particular in experiment 2of3. Amongst the conven-
tional classifiers, kNN and SVM yield the best results.
However, similar to kNN, SVM might be susceptible to
a growing training data set.

• The EHW approaches—and this is the main result of
our experiments—also yield a good classification per-
formance. While the Day1–3 experiment turned out to
be tough for both approaches where EHW1 and EHW2
clearly rank at the end, the 2of3 experiment shows a
more compact distribution of accuracies with the EHW
approaches deviating 2%, 8%, and 1% from the best
performing classifier. In the 121 experiment, the distances
to the best performing algorithms amount to 4,7% and
7.5%.

• We observe that the task of EMG signal classification
using mean average features needs online learning. The
classification rates fall by 8%, 23% and 12% from the
Day1–3 experiment, where 10-fold validation was applied
on the shuffled data set, to the 2of3 experiment, where
data of two days was used to classify the data of the
third day. This is an indication that data of few days is
not sufficient to evolve a highly predictive model. In an
additional experiment we observed that the classification
rates degrade when not retraining continuously.

The achieved classification rates, except the results for the
second user in the 2of3 experiment, are high enough for
a prosthetic hand controller. One of the open issues in the
area of prosthesis controllers is the definition of a proper
quality metric. A PHC relies only partly on the accuracy
of the utilized classifier. In recent work, a more holistic
approach has been introduced by Englehart et al. [92] and
Shenoy et al. [38], accounting for the success and execution
time of complex and real-world hand movements. Typical
exercises are, for instance, the grasping and turning of a
door knob, and picking up and relocation of an object. These
kind of metrics implicitly rate the classification accuracy.
Summarizing his results, Englehart states that: “Perhaps most
importantly, these results [92] support clinical observations
that training data which includes transient MES [myoelectric
signal] information can lead to more robust usability and
performance while yielding a seemingly “worse” classifier.
The authors [Englehart et al.] therefore suggest caution in
accepting classification error as the sole measure of a systems
usability and performance” [92]. Englehart et al. found that
accuracy rates below 85% start to impact on the performance
of complex movement executions.

The accuracy rates in our experiments can certainly be
improved. The goal of our work is not to reach highest
classification rates possible, but to have a fair comparison
of pattern matching algorithms. To this end, we have spent
roughly the same amount of time finding good performing con-
figurations for the different classifiers. We used grid search for
conventional and our expert knowledge for EHW algorithms.
Additionally, the experiments were executed by subjects not
familiar with EMG controlled prostheses. An amputee usually

spends months of training before being able to reliably create
pronounced muscular tensions. He/She also learns how and
which muscles to activate to achieve the desired response from
the prosthesis. Higher recognition rates can be approached by
a model view on prosthesis’ mechanics. A prosthesis cannot
respond to very short misclassifications of some milliseconds.
Elimination of misclassification glitches by a low-pass filter,
while slowing down prosthesis latency, increases the overall
accuracy rate. In our experiments we observed improvements
of 3% to 7%. Furthermore, complex hand movements decom-
pose into basic hand actions. Each action has a typical duration
and some follow-up actions, specified by their probabilities.
Capturing prosthesis’ action space by a Markov-chain based
model, helps reduce misclassification during a single action
and select a correct follow-up action more quickly and reliably.

Incremental learning can help to reduce computational
complexity for situations where online learning is required.
For instance, kNNs need only add labeled data to their data
base to build a new model. There are several elegant methods
to update support vectors of a SVM (see, e.g., [9], [10]).
The update process of a neural network is more complicated,
often demanding a return of complete learning algorithm (see,
e.g., [11]). However, porting software algorithms to hardware
with an option for reconfiguration is not a trivial task. Our
EHW approaches, while being reconfigurable, have not yet
been investigated regarding efficient retraining techniques.

All of the classification approaches are able to provide a
differentiated output of the certainty of the match to a given
class (movement). This implies implementation details being
key to classifier selection for prosthesis control. PHC’s primary
requirements are a secure operation mode with guaranteed
functional and temporal aspects, as well as energy efficiency.
This gives HW approaches an advantage over SW methods for
the following reasons: The exclusive usage of a computational
resource often allows for giving HW approaches precise ex-
ecution time estimations and response time guarantees. HW
solutions also have a somewhat simpler function verifica-
tion. While some modern microcontrollers have low energy
consumption [93], they lack larger memories and floating
point units. Together with limited computational power, often
only simplified classification algorithms can be realized there.
Evolving and retraining classifiers, storing larger data models
and data sets, and acquiring dynamic data is seldom possible
on such small systems. HW approaches, on the other hand,
while also offering energy efficiency and compactness, are
much more capable of solving computationally extensive tasks
and can be designed to efficiently interface large memories.

Although it is hard to state precise comparisons between
possible hardware implementations of the EHW approaches
and the other classifiers in this article, we can make some
general considerations. The kNN is data driven, a hardware
implementation of this approach is therefore expensive in
terms of distributed memory as the number of input vectors
grow [94]. Our EHW approaches operate on a fixed number
of CCs and thus the implementation and classification time
would not grow with the number of training vectors. HW
implementations of SVM face the challenge of a constrained
quadratic programming problem for the training phase, which
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grows in complexity with the number of training vectors.
A fully parallel approach is restricted by the reconfigurable
device size, which also limits the training set [95]. The popular
specialized sequential minimal optimization has recently been
proposed for a hardware SVM system [96]. However, there
are still important resource costs associated with fixed-point
arithmetic operations. As our EHW approaches bear some
similarities to DTs, a DT hardware implementation would be
scalable in terms of the number of training vectors. However,
generated DTs are often complex and care would have to
be taken into generating hardware-friendly trees and avoiding
floating point operations. The straightforward implementation
of ANNs requires much resources because of heavy use of
floating point arithmetic in the nodes. However, there are
alternatives which are better suited for HW implementation.

In summary, we can conclude that the observed results give
us rough classification tendencies for EMG signal classifica-
tion. More representative results require experiments with a
greater number of subjects. The classification rate in a real
prosthesis controller application might be significantly better
because of amputee training, personalization of algorithms’
configurations, fewer number of classes, and more elaborate
online learning.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we have compared two EHW approaches
for a multi-motion PHC to state-of-the-art conventional clas-
sification techniques. One of the EHW approaches is rather
general, whereas the second is tailored for online evolution
and classification tasks. We have detailed our method for
acquiring EMG data and extracting feature vectors. Based on
the obtained data, we have defined several experiments and
computed the classification accuracy for the different classi-
fiers. The main results of this article are that EHW classifiers
are at par with conventional techniques and that classification
of EMG signals requires an adaptable classification archi-
tecture with an incremental learning approach. This finding
is of utmost importance, as the appeal of EHW approaches
is rooted in their suitability for self-adaptation, fast training,
and compact system-on-chip implementation. Knowing that
EHW approaches are also competitive in terms of classification
performance motivates future work along several lines:

While the two EHW approaches both provide good clas-
sification results, their strategies are different. The ECGP-
based model of EHW1 is a very general model which allows
for complex structures by applying automatic generation of
building blocks. Since the model is general, it should be
possible to apply it to other tasks with minimal effort. The
FU row-based EHW2 architecture, on the other hand, uses
more a priori knowledge in the form of predefined building
blocks and data buses tailored for classification. It is designed
for direct hardware implementation and this has also made
online reconfigurability possible. It will be of interest for
future experiments to investigate the mapping of the ECGP
model to hardware, and the possibility of increasing the
flexibility of the FU row architecture. For example, in [97]
the authors demonstrated the FUR architecture to be robust to

resource changes, showing fast recovery in case of architecture
reconfiguration.

The modular and scalable structure of our approaches is
well suited to run-time reconfiguration; incremental training
and learning is thus a strong candidate for future research. For
non-stationary data sets comprising variable components over
time, computational complexity reduction of classifier update
is the primary goal for incremental learning. Incremental
learning for the ECGP-based architecture requires re-running
the evolution with the updated data set on previously evolved
classifier. FUR’s incremental learning needs the architecture to
“forget” some learned pattern matching functions. However,
FUR’s category classifiers are hierarchical superpositions of
such functions. Changing or removing a single function may
invalidate the complete hierarchy. Thus, FUR needs to be
evaluated regarding new learning strategies.

Classification accuracy influences the acceptance of a EMG-
driven prosthesis only to some extent. Englehart et al. [92]
found that accuracies over roughly 85% can lead to “robust
usability and performance”, when considering real-world com-
posite hand movements. Our results can be improved by a
model-driven approach. To this end, upper limb action space
needs to be captured by a model considering movements’
durations and the likeliness of typical movement sequences.
Another issue is the prosthesis mechanics latency. A prosthesis
cannot react to classification impulses below some threshold.
Filtering out these misclassifications also improves the accu-
racy. An amputee is constantly learning how to work with the
prosthesis’ classifier to get the right response. With amputee’s
visual feedback, a sufficiently good classifier may be the right
choice for reliable and intuitive prosthesis control. A holistic
approach considering more facets of prosthesis control and
employing a model-based approach needs to be evaluated, to
allow conclusive insights into this area of human interfaces.

The application of prosthesis control relies on temporal and
functional security aspects. HW solutions exclusively using
computational resources can often guarantee execution times.
When compared to HW implementations of conventional SW
classifiers, our EHW architectures have further advantageous
elements: While compact and energy efficient, they are able
to operate at very high frequencies and reuse the classification
architecture for training. EHW architectures do not require
complex functional units, like floating point ALUs, and have
a plain structure. Being inherently reconfigurable and utilizing
a simple local-search like (1 + λ)-ES, a complete run-time
adaptable system can be implemented efficiently within a
compact footprint.

Generally, we can state that the presented EHW architec-
tures do not have as high peak accuracy rates as today’s best
pattern matching algorithms on EMG signal classification, but
can compete with well know approaches such as decision
trees. The observed classification accuracies are close to each
other, suggesting that implementation details become dominant
when selecting a classifier for a prosthetic control system.
Additionally, the requirement of dynamic learning makes the
run-time adaptable EHW system one of the most promising
candidates for application in prosthesis control.
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